ABSTRACT The binding of the TATA box-binding protein (TBP) to a TATA sequence in DNA is essential for eukaryotic basal transcription. TBP binds in the minor groove of DNA, causing a large distortion of the DNA helix. Given the apparent stereochemical equivalence of AT and TA basepairs in the minor groove, DNA deformability must play a significant role in binding site selection, because not all AT-rich sequences are bound effectively by TBP. To gain insight into the precise role that the properties of the TATA sequence have in determining the specificity of the DNA substrates of TBP, the solution structure and dynamics of seven DNA dodecamers have been studied by using molecular dynamics simulations. The analysis of the structural properties of basepair steps in these TATA sequences suggests a reason for the preference for alternating pyrimidine-purine (YR) sequences, but indicates that these properties cannot be the sole determinant of the sequence specificity of TBP. Rather, recognition depends on the interplay between the inherent deformability of the DNA and steric complementarity at the molecular interface.
INTRODUCTION
The formation of a stable protein/DNA complex depends on multiple factors (Drapper, 1993; Matthews, 1988; Seeman et al., 1976; von Hippel, 1994; von Hippel and Berg, 1986) . The analysis of protein/DNA complexes has revealed some of the structural determinants for the recognition of specific DNA sequences, reflected in the surface complementarity between the protein and the DNA. This complementarity makes possible the formation of van der Waals contacts, hydrogen bonds, salt bridges, and water-mediated contacts (Otwinowski et al., 1988) . Several examples exist where the analysis of structural information has produced an understanding of the interactions that form the "direct readout" Berg, 1992, 1993; Suzuki, 1993 Suzuki, , 1994 Zilliacus et al., 1995) . This detailed understanding has made possible the design of DNA-binding proteins with specificity for a desired target sequence (Huang et al., 1994; Kim and Berg, 1996; Park et al., 1993) and the development of an "effective potential" for the interaction of specific zincfinger protein side chains with particular bases (Lustig and Jernigan, 1995) . In addition to the direct readout between the protein and the DNA, basepairs inside and outside of the protein-DNA interface can also confer specificity by allowing an induced fit to the recognition surface. For example, in the 434 repressor/DNA complex (Aggarwal et al., 1988) , the DNA basepair step between the two sites recognized by the helix-turn-helix motifs must overtwist, so that the major grooves align for successive readout by a-helices. In this case, the ease of deformation is a major determinant for the specificity of interaction, and is referred to here as a "dynamic determinant" for recognition. The quest for similar insights for the interaction of the TATA box-binding protein (TBP) with DNA is motivated by the key importance of this complex for transcription in eukaryotes . Thus TBP is a basal transcription factor that is absolutely required for transcription by the three nuclear RNA polymerases (Cormack and Struhl, 1992) . In the case of RNA polymerase II transcription, TBP is responsible for promoter recognition and binds directly to DNA in the minor groove. The structural characteristics of the complexes between TBPs and various TATA sequences elucidated recently from x-ray crystallography (Geiger et al., 1996; Juo et al., 1996; Kim and Burley, 1994 ; Kim et al., 1993; Nikolov et al., 1995 Nikolov et al., , 1996 Tan et al., 1996) suggest that both direct readout mechanisms and dynamic determinants may be functional in the formation of these constructs (Pastor and Weinstein, 1995) .
TBP binds to DNA in the minor groove of an AT-rich sequence. Although AT and TA steps are very similar stereochemically in the minor groove, thus precluding sequence discrimination based entirely on "direct readout" (White et al., 1996) , TBP has a clear preference for a subset of all possible AT-rich sequences (consensus TATA T/A A T/A X) (Bernues et al., 1996; Chen and Struhl, 1988; Wobbe and Struhl, 1990; Wong and Bateman, 1994) . TBP binding causes unwinding, bending, and compression of the major groove without disrupting the hydrogen bonds between basepairs (Guzikevich-Guerstein and Shakked, 1996) . In the crystal structures of the complexes, the DNA conformation returns to B-DNA abruptly, immediately outside the 8 bp of contact with TBP. The structural characteristics of these complexes seem to make them an extreme example of induced fit. The large difference in conformation of the bound DNA compared to B-DNA suggests that the energy penalty for the conformational change might be a selectivity determinant (Juo et al., 1996; Kim and Burley, 1994) . DNA sequences favoring complexation with TBP might have average geometries biased toward the properties of the final complex. Alternatively, but not exclusively, such favorable sequences might have weaker stacking energies, making them more amenable to the type of distortions found in the complexes.
The idea that the sequence-dependent local conformation and dynamics of DNA contribute to its recognition by ligands is not new (Calladine, 1982; Calladine and Drew, 1986; Hagerman, 1990 Hagerman, , 1992 Harrington and Winicov, 1994; Travers, 1991 Travers, , 1992 Zhurkin et al., 1979) . Consequently, there have been various attempts to rationalize preferential directions for DNA bending and flexibility, based on the assumption that the structure and dynamics of a DNA molecule can be understood from the properties of its constituent basepair steps. These studies (Goodsell and Dickerson, 1994; Gorin et al., 1995; Suzuki and Yagi, 1995; Ulyanov and James, 1995; Yanagi et al., 1991; Young et al., 1995) rest on the analysis of structures obtained from x-ray crystallography and NMR that are available in the Nucleic Acid Database (NDB) (Berman et al., 1992) or Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Bernstein et al., 1977) , and on inferences from a variety of solution techniques, such as anomalous migration in gel electrophoresis (Crothers and Drak, 1992; Haran et al., 1994) , differential reactivity to agents that break DNA (Price and Tullius, 1993) , and cyclization efficiency assays Lyubchenko et al., 1993) . Computational studies of sequence-dependent DNA properties include Monte Carlo simulations at various levels of detail Sarai et al., 1988 Sarai et al., , 1989 Srinivasan et al., 1987; Zhurkin, 1985; Zhurkin et al., 1979 Zhurkin et al., , 1991 , adiabatic mapping of the properties of basepair steps and DNA oligomers (Hunter, 1993; Poncin et al., 1992a,b; Sanghani et al., 1996; Zakrzewska, 1992) , and mechanical models of DNA (Calladine, 1982; Calladine and Drew, 1986; Calladine et al., 1988; Goodsell and Dickerson, 1994) . Detailed analyses of the structures of DNA bound to TBP have been carried out by Juo et al. (1996) , but no such studies have specifically addressed the question of TBP binding to the TATA sequence in a dynamic framework.
Here we report on the exploration of structural characteristics that TBP exploits in its DNA substrates, and aim to discern whether there are DNA sequences that are dynamically predisposed to attaining the particular geometric attributes related to TBP binding. In the absence of highresolution structures of DNA oligomers containing TATA box sequences in solution, molecular dynamics simulations were carried out for seven DNA dodecamers whose sequences (Table 1) include three functional TATA boxes (mlp, 6t, and at) (Wong and Bateman, 1994) , two sequences recognized only by mutant TBPs (2c and 7g) (MacKerell et al., 1995) , with explicit water molecules (TIP3P) and sodium ions, using periodic boundary conditions and a spherical cutoff for the nonbonded interactions. To assess the convergence of the results and the dependence of the inferences on the force field used for the MD simulations, the mlp sequence was also simulated with the AMBER 4.1 potential (Cornell et al., 1995) , using Ewald sums (Darden et al., 1993) for the electrostatic interactions, and with the CHARMM23 potential, using a different integrator for the equations of motion and a different set of initial velocities. The results of the methodological comparisons show that the simulations are robust, and that they adequately describe the behavior of general-sequence DNA, regardless of the force field used. Consequently, the specific findings that emerged from the present analysis relating conformational preferences of the DNA sequences to TBP binding can be considered to represent generalizable properties of DNA components that can combine dynamically in various ways to support different selectivity determinants.
MATERIALS AND METHODS Materials
Atomic coordinates of TBP/DNA complexes
The atomic coordinates of two copies of A. thaliana TBP2 (ath) (Kim and Burley, 1994) , one copy of H. sapiens TBP (hsa) (Nikolov et al., 1996) , and one copy of a ternary complex between H. sapiens TFIIB and ath bound to the adenovirus 2 major late promoter (Nikolov et al., 1995) were kindly provided by Drs. S. K. Burley and D. B. Nikolov. The atomic coordinates for two copies of S. cerevisiae TBP (sce) (Kim et al., 1993) and one copy of the ternary complex between S. cerevisiae TFIIA and sce bound to the -52 CYCI promoter (Tan et al., 1996) , and one copy of hsa (Juo et al., 1996) were obtained from the NDB (see Table 1 for NDB accession numbers).
NMR-derived DNA oligomer structures
The atomic coordinates for the DNA oligomers whose basepair step geometry is summarized in High-resolution A-and B-DNA oligomer structures
The atomic coordinates for the DNA oligomers whose basepair step geometry is summarized in Table 2 (lines labeled NDB-A and NDB-B) were obtained from the NDB (accession numbers ADHOO8, ADHOIO, ADHO26, ADHO38, ADHO47, ADHO70, ADJO49, ADJO50, ADJO67, ADLO25, BDJO17, BDJOl9, BDJO25, BDJO31, BDJO36, BDJO51, BDJO52, BDJO60, and BDLO20). All have a resolution better than 2 A, and lack mismatches, nucleotide modifications, or ligands.
Methods
The molecular systems
The seven DNA dodecamers were built with B-DNA conformation (see the entry for fiber B-DNA in Table 2 ) using QUANTA (Molecular Simulations, 1992); the 5' phosphate groups at the end of the strands were removed. The Na+ counterions were placed at a distance of 5 A from the P atom along the O-P-O bisector; one sodium ion was added per phosphate, for a total of 22 Na+. The DNA and the sodium ions were solvated in InsightIl (Biosym Technologies, 1993) . The final simulation system, including the DNA dodecamer, 22 Na+ ions, and >3400 TIP3 water molecules, was enclosed in a hexagonal prism of 72 A length with a 24 A side.
For the replica of mip run in AMBER 4.1 (Pearlman et al., 1995) , the dodecamer was built in standard B-DNA conformation, sodium ions positioned at a distance of 5 A from the P atom along the O-P-O bisector, and solvated in AMBER 4.1 with an 11 A shell (>4000 TIP3P water molecules). The final simulation system was enclosed in a square prism, the dimensions of which were adjusted by running at constant pressure and temperature to ensure the appropriate density (63.1 A X 45.7 A X 44.7 A).
The simulation protocol
The molecular dynamics simulations were run with the CHARMM (Brooks et al., 1983) program in the NVE ensemble, using the CHARMM23 (MacKerell et al., 1995) all-atom potential, the Verlet integrator, and periodic boundary conditions. SHAKE was applied to all hydrogen-containing bonds. A cutoff value of 13 A was used, with the shift and switch functions for the electrostatic and van der Waals interactions, respectively.
Keeping the DNA and sodium ions fixed, the water was equilibrated for 36 ps. Subsequently, the whole system was energy minimized, and then it was heated from OK to 300K in 10 ps. Equilibration was carried out for 30 ps with a time step of 2 fs. For the production run of 510 ps (2080 ps for mip), the time step was reduced to 1.5 fs. An independent mlp run was started in parallel using a different seed (13, as opposed to the default 12) for assigning velocities for the heating of the whole system. Heating (10.5 ps), equilibration (31.5 ps), and production (510 ps) were done with a time step of 1.5 fs, using the Leapfrog Verlet integrator. Structures from the trajectories were saved every 0.075 ps.
The molecular dynamics simulation of mlp run in AMBER 4.1 was carried out in the NVT ensemble, using the AMBER 4.1 (Cornell et al., 1995) all-atom potential, the Verlet integrator, and periodic boundary conditions. SHAKE was applied to all hydrogen-containing bonds. A cutoff value of 9 A was used for the van der Waals interactions, and the electrostatic interactions were treated with the particle mesh Ewald algorithm (Darden et al., 1993) . In this run, water was heated for 15 ps and equilibrated for 85 ps; then the system was energy minimized, heated from OK to 300K in 15 ps, and equilibrated for 50 ps. The production run extended to a total of 1 ns; all of the phases were carried out with a time step of 2 fs. Structures from this trajectory were saved every 0.1 ps.
Validation of the simulations
Conformational stability and independence offorce field used. A major concern in simulations of oligoelectrolytes is the manner in which the electrostatic interactions are represented. Spherical truncation is known to produce an artefactual accumulation of structures where ionic species of the same charge are separated by a distance just outside of the cutoff distance. Fig. 1 shows the radial distribution functions (rdfs) for the three pairs of ionic species present in the simulations: Na+-Na+, P-Na+, and Na+-Na+, (B) P-Na+, and (C) P-1 CHARMM23 potential (
) and wit} The vertical line at 12 A indicates th interactions are set to zero in CHARM to get the best fit to all of the other conformations in each run. The plot for mlp is shown in Fig. 2 Table 2 ). The rms differences to B-DNA are 4.2 A, 3.9 A, and 4.3 A for the two CHARMM23 runs and the AMBER 4.1 run, respectively.
Comparison to crystal and NMR structures. Geometrical parameters of basepair steps were calculated from the simulated dodecamers, for comparison to results from oligomers whose structure was determined by NMR, high-resolution DNA oligomer structures deposited in the NDB, and fiber diffraction models. The results presented in Table 2 show that all of the simulations yield very similar values for the geometries of generalsequence DNA. The similarity persists for the various potentials used in the method of simulation, the different protocols for handling the electrostatic interactions, and the variations in the integrator for the equations of motion and the initial distribution of velocities. Nevertheless, the run with AM-BER 4.1 consistently yields smal!er standard deviations than the CHARMM23 runs, suggesting a more rigid DNA structure, but it remains uncertain whether this is due to the potential or to the formulation of the electrostatic interactions. Notably, the average geometry of the simulated DNA oligomers is more similar to that derived for structures from NMR studies and to A-DNA crystals (see, for example, the negative slide and low twist) than to B-DNA crystal structures. As a measure of the general reliability of the simulations, these results indicate that the simulations are appropriately reproducing the structure of general-sequence DNA in solution. Moreover, the simulations also reproduce adequately known features of the dynamics of general-sequence DNA, such as the anisotropy of motion expressed in the observation that the fluctuations in roll are larger than those of tilt or twist Zhurkin et al., 1979) .
Conformational analysis and statistics
Conformational analysis was carried out with the CURVES algorithm Sklenar, 1988, 1989) , implemented in Dials and Windows of the MD Toolchest (Ravishanker et al., 1989) Table 1 ).
To separate direct readout effects from the conformational variability, we first searched the protein-DNA interface for differences in these four sequences. These differences were sought in the eight crystal structures available for the four different DNA sequences complexed with TBP; they include two ternary complexes, one with TFIIB (Nikolov et al., 1995) , and another with TFIIA (Tan et al., 1996) . Examination of these high-resolution structures reveals that the interface between the protein and the DNA is almost invariant. The two kinks (steps 1 and 7 in Tables 1  and 3 ) are caused by the partial insertion of Phe residues, and the only place where TBP makes hydrogen bonds to the bases is at the center of the TATA box (step 4 in Tables 1  and 3) , ignoring most hydrogen bond acceptors in the bottom of the minor groove. The protein/DNA interface is mostly hydrophobic, with Val and Leu residues making contact with the minor groove edges of the bases, and probably being responsible for the selectivity against GC basepairs (Juo et al., 1996; Kim and Burley, 1994; Kim et al., 1993; Nikolov et al., 1996) . Inspection of the structures shows that the only apparent difference among the TBP/ DNA complexes concerns the rotamer of the Thr residue (124 in sce, 82 in ath, and 218 in hsa) that interacts with basepair 6. The difference is significant for recognition, because it pertains to the discrimination of AA versus AT steps at step 4. If step 4 is AA, the Thr residue does not hydrogen bond to the T in the complementary strand; if this step is AT, the Thr residue orients the OH group toward the N3 of the A in the complementary strand. This suggests, first, that there is a preference of interaction between the OH of the Thr and the N3 of an A versus the interaction with the 02 of a T; and second, that despite the closely packed interface between TBP and the DNA, there is some flexibility in the direct readout, similar to the situation found in the complexes of the estrogen receptor with different DNA sequences (Schwabe et al., 1995) . Furthermore, the loss of a hydrogen bond between TBP and the DNA should be destabilizing, and this is borne out by the finding that the best TBP binding sequence has an AT step at this position (step 4) (Wong and Bateman, 1994) . It should be noted that this destabilization is modulatory, and not a determinant of complex formation, which points again to the sequencedependent deformability of the DNA as a major component of selectivity.
To characterize the sequence-dependent deformability, the conformational variability of the seven basepair steps from the TBP/TATA box complexes was evaluated from the average geometrical parameters presented in Table 3 . By definition, these parameters must be consistent with the formation of a complex between TBP and a DNA fragment. Overall, the parameters are consistent with unwound DNA, most severely at step 4, which corresponds to the dyad of the TATA box, and with a direction of roll that causes the minor groove to open up. As noted previously, steps 1 and 7 constitute the sites of insertion of Phe residues and are characterized by high rise and roll.
To identify the special characteristics of the geometrical parameters in DNA sequences involved in known complexes with TBP, the geometrical parameters in Table 3 were compared to those of free, general-sequence DNA (see the charmm entry in Table 2 ). Following Olson and coworkers , the thermally accessible range of conformations for general-sequence DNA is defined as -0.1 ± 0.7 0.8 ± 1.0 5.4 ± 0.6 1.7 ± 4.4 44.6 ± 6.3 22.5 ± 6.1 All -0.1 ± 0.7 0.4 ± 1.5 3.9 ± 0.9 0.9 ± 2.9 26.6 ± 12.5 19.6 ± 6.3
Mean ± 99% confidence interval; the steps are defined in Table 1 . All: mean ± standard deviation over the eight structures and the seven steps.
the interval contained between the mean ± 1 standard deviation. The comparison yields a range of geometrical parameters representing conformations that deviate significantly from those of general-sequence DNA. Within this definition, the DNA complexed with TBP shows the largest distortions in the parameters slide, rise, roll, and twist. The appearance of such special characteristics in the simulated structures, analyzed below, can serve as an indication of their predisposition toward adopting geometries supporting the binding of TBP.
Global structural analysis of the simulated structures
The global structural properties of the seven simulated dodecamers were probed first for differences that could be relevant to their binding to TBP. The average geometrical parameters of these structures appear indistinguishable, in that all of the dodecamers are slightly unwound (2c is the most unwound, with an average twist of 31.3°), and all have small positive roll (gc has the largest average roll at 6.90) and negative slide. The average structures of the dodecamers, calculated from the longest equilibrated time interval of the simulations, also show almost indistinguishable features, as exemplified by the helical axes shown in Fig. 3 . It is impossible to distinguish gc, a negative control that does not bind TBP, from mlp, at, or 6t, which are among the best TBP binding sequences (Wong and Bateman, 1994) . The observed curvature corresponds to a slight compression of the major groove, shown for mlp in Fig. 3 , as expected for DNA in solution (Calladine et al., 1988; Ulyanov and James, 1995) . These results suggest either that DNA shows no global sequence-dependent features at the dodecamer level, or that the simulations are incapable of revealing such a sequence-dependent behavior at the level of global structural properties, so that the differences must be sought from a more local analysis.
Local structural analysis and the properties of a TATA sequence
To characterize the behavior of individual basepair steps from the simulated dodecamers, the geometrical parameters were calculated separately along the dynamics trajectory for each basepair step, in the absence of the rest of the dodecamer. The data for all basepair steps with identical flanking sequences (i.e., identical tetrads) were pooled together, yielding a total of over 670,000 data points for averaging. Table 2 ). The geometric properties thus identified are akin to the "wedges" of Calladine and Drew (1986) , representing persistent deviations from canonical, straight DNA. If the results of the analysis show them to be in a direction consistent with TBP binding, it is possible that these intrinsic propensities of the structure revealed in the dynamics could serve as preformed incipient TBP binding sites. The results in Table 4 and the distributions shown in Fig.  4 reveal a sequence-dependent behavior in DNA. RR steps are essentially straight, as indicated by their low roll and tilt, and display an intermediate geometry between purinepyrimidine (RY) and pyrimidine-purine (YR) steps in all parameters except slide, in which they are extreme. YR steps have a high twist and high rise profile, whereas RY steps display a low twist, low rise and high positive roll profile. Some of the average values do not agree with the data obtained from crystal analysis of B-DNA (Yanagi et al., 1991) , especially the persistent negative slide, but this is not surprising, given that the simulations were found here to better reproduce the structures of DNA determined in solution.
The sequence-dependent conformational properties of basepairs are evident from the average values in Table 4 and from the distributions shown in Fig. 4 . They suggest a mechanism for the sequence preferences displayed by TBP. Thus YR steps are seen to have high average values of rise, which is needed at steps 1 and 7 of the TBP/DNA complex. Notably, CG and TA have the highest rise values, and they are found at these positions in the complexes; AG also has a high rise value, accounting for its presence at the last step of some TATA boxes. The RY steps are clearly distributed toward the high positive values of roll (Fig. 4) required throughout the TBP recognition site, and they have the requisite low twist values (Table 4) .
Taken together, these sequence-dependent characteristics suggest that the special alternating construction of the TATA site reflects the fact that the only way to maximize the number of RY steps and to have YR steps at the kink sites is to have an alternating RY sequence. However, TBP does not bind alternating GC sequences, suggesting that the additional selection between AT and GC basepairs for the consensus TATA sequences does not occur at the level of basepair step properties. Rather, it is likely that steric interactions, such as the putative clash of Val and Leu side chains of TBP with the exocyclic amino group of G bases (Juo et al., 1996; Kim and Burley, 1994; Kim et al., 1993) , determine the ultimate preference for AT over GC basepairs.
Basepair step properties essential for TBP recognition Because not all of the basepair steps in the complexed TATA box have the same geometric requirements (Table 3) , additional specificity determinants must operate locally. For example, only steps 1 and 2 have negative slide, whereas only steps 1 and 7 have high rise, etc. Such discriminating x: any base; R: purine; Y: pyrimidine. The basepair step for which the geometry was calculated is indicated in uppercase in each tetrad. Underlined and boldface entries have average values outside the thermal range defined from the CHARMM entry in Table 2 . xRRx: average values for RR steps; xYRx: average values for YR steps; xRYx: average values for RY steps.
parameters were sought by exploring the relation between the specific step requirements and the properties of individual basepair steps. To this end, we searched the TBP/TATA box complexes for those basepair step parameters that are significantly different from those of the average DNA conformation (Table 2) . A 99% confidence interval was obtained for each of the geometric parameters and for each of the steps, and these intervals were compared with the thermally accessible intervals for general-sequence DNA ( Table  2 ). The results show that tilt is never a discriminating parameter, as the interval of its values in the complexed TATA boxes is always contained in the thermal fluctuations of free DNA. The list of properties that exhibit intervals completely outside the thermal fluctuations of the generalsequence DNA, and hence represent discriminating parameters, is presented in Table 5 . The importance of slide, roll, and twist is evident from this analysis. Because extreme values of these properties cause large excursions from the mean structure, they should occur infrequently during the simulations. However, they are likely to be key to selectivity, because such sequencedependent properties relate to the actual deformation of the DNA fragment bound by TBP. As pointed out by , the large shift present in step 2 is responsible for directing the curvature, and the slide at steps 3 and 5 is necessary to align the groove for recognition by the side chains of TBP.
Identification of likely discriminant parameters makes it possible to search for the probability of occurrence of an extreme geometry that favors TBP binding in the simulation trajectories. The 99% confidence intervals defined by the crystal structures of TBP/DNA complexes for the discriminant properties selected above were used as a filter in evaluating all of the conformations generated in the simulations. The search recorded the number of times that a particular geometrical parameter, for each tetrad, falls in the range corresponding to the DNA in the complexes with TBP. The frequency with which each tetrad visits the TBP/ TATA box complex conformation was rated with a x2 test.
These results are also summarized in Table 5 , where the sequence identified as "best tetrad" is the one that appears with the highest frequency, and the "worst tetrad" is the one appearing with the lowest frequency, in the range of values corresponding to the TBP/DNA complex. There are no instances of a particular tetrad simultaneously satisfying all of the relevant geometry requirements for a given step in the complex. For example, the requirements for step 1 are high rise, low twist, and high roll, which are three characteristics that are not shared by any one of the tetrads. This finding shows that the simulation of any DNA sequence (in the Steps are defined in Table 1 . Best tetrad: tetrad that visits the conformational range defined by the crystal structures of TBP/DNA complexes (Table 3) with the highest frequency, scored by a x2 test. Worst tetrad: Tetrad that visits the conformational range defined by the crystal structures of TBP/DNA complexes (Table 3) with the lowest frequency, scored by a X2 test (double entries shared the lowest frequency and x2 score). The parameters in uppercase are those that selected as the best tetrad one that has actually been crystallized in a complex with TBP.
ity and a 1.5 kcal/mol contribution from each hydrogen bond (Jen-Jacobson, 1995) , the formation of six hydrogen bonds would balance the nearly 9.5 kcallmol energy penalty for the distortion required in the tATa steps.
The entries highlighted in uppercase boldface in Table 5 identify the basepair step properties that are most likely to be used as selectivity determinants. These are the steps that satisfy both the "best tetrad" criterion, and actually occur in a crystal with TBP. Inspection shows that these steps have the most positive slide and are responsible for aligning the groove for recognition . It is of interest that the simulations yielded an extremely low population of steps with positive slide. If the geometrical rearrangement produced by the positive slide at these positions is indeed a limiting step for binding, then the low probability of such a feature in the trajectory may indicate a reason for the very slow binding of TBP Hoopes et al., 1992; Lieberman et al., 1991; Parkhurst et al., 1996; Perez-Howard et al., 1995; Petri et al., 1995; Starr et al., 1995) .
Global binding properties of DNA oligomers
Having identified both average and dynamic geometrical properties of DNA that are pertinent to TBP binding, we can build a consensus sequence to optimize the propensity for TBP binding. By these criteria, the optimal binding sequence should conform to YRTATAYR, where the YR is required because of the tendency for high rise (see Table 4 ), whereas the TATA in the center is required because TA steps have the positive slide required at steps 3 and 5 (from Table 5 ). The expectation that affinity for TBP should increase the closer a sequence is to the proposed consensus is verified by the results in Table 6 , which relate the sequences of the simulated dodecamers to the equilibrium binding constants determined by Wong and Bateman (1994) . Thus, at and 6t, which are the closest matches to the consensus sequence, are also the strongest binders. The sequences of mlp, 2c, and 7g match the consensus for the first half of the TATA box only, and mlp binds 3-4 times worse than at or 6t, in keeping with the prediction that a reduction in sequence matches to the consensus (Table 6) should result in loss of affinity. The equilibrium binding constants of the TBP mutants that bind to 2c and 7g (Arndt et al., 1992 (Arndt et al., , 1994 have not been measured, but the prediction from the relations in Table 6 is that the binding constants will be in the same range as for mlp.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The successful formation of a TBP/DNA complex depends on multiple factors, including the generation of the appropriate contact surfaces between the protein and the DNA, the ease of deformation of the DNA, the dehydration of the interface, and the release of counterions from the DNA interface. The simulations described here have revealed conformational preferences of different DNA sequences in relation to TBP binding, identifying why certain sequencedependent properties of DNA are essential for discrimination of TBP binding preferences. Thus the results suggest that alternating YR sequences are preferred for TBP binding because YR steps achieve on average the high rise required for the kink sites at steps 1 and 7, whereas the average conformational parameters for RY steps display the low twist and high positive roll needed throughout the recognition element. These inferences agree with the experimen- tally determined preferred binding sites for TBP, and the analyses carried out by and Juo et al. (1996) ; they provide specific mechanistic insights into the binding site preferences.
Other criteria, developed from the analysis of basepair step properties in the context of experimentally known structures of the complexes, made possible the discriminant analysis of local structural properties required for TBP binding. Applied to the results of the simulations, these criteria revealed both "best tetrads" and "worst tetrads" and a set of basepair step properties (Table 5 : positive slide, positive roll, low twist, and high rise) that are likely candidates for being discriminant of poor TBP binding sequences, on the basis that they are less likely to access conformations consonant with TBP binding. The results point to the details of the mechanisms involved in the recognition of specific DNA sequences by TBP that require further elucidation of the underlying molecular interactions responsible for the special properties of these steps, which are both beneficial and detrimental to specific binding. These are the subject of continuing investigations.
